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Getting your computers slow gradually with time is a common issue with all types of computers.
When considering specifically for the Sony computers, similar to other computer brands, these are
also prone to speed loss and degrade in performance. For these problems and other related
problems that occur in Sony computers, many computer support companies offer Sony vaio support
services for their customers. These Sony help and support services include the software
installations, error troubleshooting, driver updates and installation, security scans and check-ups,
and so on.

Coming back to the speed loss and system slow down in Sony computers, these may occur
gradually with time. However, there can be many other reasons also for the Sony computers
running slow and becoming time consuming. Some of them are discussed here:

In-sufficient Memory:

The most prominent reason for the Sony computers getting slow is in sufficient memory. With
passing time, you may install more number of software and programs that may acquire most of the
hard disk space. This may cause a shortage of memory for additional running of programs, which
may lead to speed loss. Sometimes, it may also prevent the computer from even starting up.

In this situation, you need to either defrag the hard disk to gather more disk space, or perform a
recovery using the System Recovery tool. As these steps may sometimes become complicated, itâ€™s
better to take help from tech support companies offering Sony vaio help and support. The tech
support executives help you in saving more and more amount of your personal data during the
recovery process. They help you save all the important data in the Backup and Restore Center
available in Sony computers, followed by the system recovery. This is a better way of saving
important data, as copying data on CD/ DVD or other external storage devices is always risky in
terms of safety and storage space.

Virus Infections:

Another reason for the Sony laptop computers running slow may be the viruses. If your Sony
computer gets infected with viruses or other harmful malicious programs, these may lead to your
system slow down and performance loss. These viruses can get into your computer by internet
through corrupt downloaded internet files, or through corrupted external storage devices like pen
drives.

In order to resolve this issue, you need to update your computer security. This includes the
installation of effective antivirus software on your Sony notebook, followed by a complete computer
scan. For better security, taking help from the tech supports offering Sony customer support is also
preferable. The tech support experts help in selecting the best antivirus software that is capable of
removing viruses. They also help with the firewall configuration for added security. After the
successful installation of antivirus softwares, these technicians also perform the computer scan and
help in quarantining or removing harmful viruses to protect the computer. In order to ensure
maximum virus protection, these technical experts also update your antivirus software with latest
antivirus updates, or upgrade the antivirus to the advanced versions.

Compatibility Issue:
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There can be one more reason for the Sony computers running slow: Compatibility issue. Many
times, it happens that particular software you want to install is not compatible to your system. Same
is the case with the computer hardware parts. Many times, the computer components like printers,
or other computer within a network, are incompatible among themselves. This causes the
malfunctioning of the computer, which leads to slow computer speed and poor performance.

For resolving this issue, you need to take help from the tech supports offering Sony support. The
technicians help you in selecting components that are compatible with the other computer
components, and also help with the proper assembling of compatible components in your Sony
computer.

iGennie is a tech support company offering Sony support for its customers. The technicians at
iGennie are well versed with the latest technologies and hence, provide quick and effective
troubleshooting for all your computer related problems that occur with your Sony computers. All you
need to do is to call on the iGennieâ€™s Sony support number and the technicians will provide you
instant help and support to resolve your computer problems.
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